Hundreds of bacteria use pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) as a redox cofactor in a nonglycolytic pathway that makes ATP. However, researchers do not understand the details of how bacteria make PQQ, although they do know that the molecule is derived from glutamate and tyrosine side chains in a peptide substrate PqqA. In this Paper of the Week, a team led by Judith P. Klinman at the University of California, Berkeley demonstrated that the enzyme PqqE carries out a critical and early step in PQQ biosynthesis. PqqE belongs to a group of enzymes known as radical SAM enzymes; these enzymes rely on an iron-sulfur cluster to cleave S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) to generate a radical as an intermediate in the reaction. Klinman and colleagues showed that PqqE is the first enzyme to act on PqqA, after PqqA forms a complex with a small protein called PqqD. The authors say, "We now show that PqqE, in association with the complex, PqqA/D, generates a functional catalyst for the cross-linking of glutamate and tyrosine within PqqA." DOI 10.1074/jbc.P115.699918 8885 Scheme for the formation of PQQ from glutamate and tyrosine of PqqA.
